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Directions

Script

The video clip needs to be paused frequently.
The timings are given in the script to allow you pause the video at 
points to discuss what is shown and complete the accompanying 
worksheets.
Below each of the times is a copy of the information that you will
hear.
All the answers needed to fill in the missing words are on the 
accompanying worksheet are contained within the audio
commentary.

00.00 to 00.11
Maps of the stars were very fashionable in the 17th Century.
Below each of the times is a copy of the information that you will
hear.

00.12 to 00.20
This map shows the stars that would be seen in the sky above 
Europe set in a crystal ball that surrounds the earth.

00.21 to 00.30
It follows Christian religious views of the time placing angels in 
heaven at the top and people on earth at the bottom of the pic-
ture. 

00.33 to 00.43 
Angels look down at stars, glittering with gold leaf paint, while 
astronomers on earth use new scientific instruments to look up at 
the stars. 

00.42 to 00.50
The stars are shown making the pictures that Roman astronomer 
Ptolemy listed. 
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00.50 to 00.56
Such as the Great Bear and his guardian Bootes.

00.57 to 1.02
The Greek God of Medicine wresting with a deadly snake

1.03 to 1.12
And the Argo Navis, the ship Jason and the Argonauts sailed on 
the look for the Golden Fleece. 

01.13 to the end
An outer cycle shows the movement of the sun during the year 
while another shows the position of the stars that relate to the six 
Northern signs of the Zodiac. 

The map is not meant to be used by astronomers to find the stars 
but show the pictures stars reveal and the stories behind the 
naming of these groups of stars or constellations in a beautiful 
work of art. 
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